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The restaurant from Cambridge offers 16 different meals and drinks on the card at an average $11.2. What Alice
Lee likes about Mediterranean Grill:

Food is made fresh and portions are very good and prices fair. They used to use more seasoning and spices but
the food is quite bland now. That said the quality of the ingredients are good. We had felafel, hummus, baba
ghanoush, zereshk rice, chicken koobideh kabob wrap, grape leaves, fries, tabouli. read more. The diner is
accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities, Depending on the

weather, you can also sit outside and eat and drink. WiFi is available free of charge. What John Brackbill doesn't
like about Mediterranean Grill:

We rode our bikes to eat there and showed up at 8:38 and they said the kitchen was closed: sorry Their hours
are until 9:00 p.m. Will we come and visit again? Not sure if the kitchen will be open if we do. read more. At

Mediterranean Grill in Cambridge, flavorful grilled food is freshly roasted on an open flame and garnished
with tasty sides, With the catering service from Mediterranean Grill in Cambridge, the dishes can be enjoyed at
home or at the celebration. Additionally, there are also easy to digest Mediterranean dishes on the menu, and

you can look forward to the tasty classic seafood cuisine.
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Wrap�
FALAFEL WRAP $10.0

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

Mai�
BARG $11.0

No�-Vegetaria�
CHICKEN KABOB WRAP $11.0

Modifier�
ZERESHK RICE $8.0

Popular Item�
BEEF KOOBIDEH KABOB $15.0

Entree� an� Side�
SAFFRON RICE $6.0

Beef Entre�'�
BEEF KOOBIDEH $6.0

Condiment� an� Sauce�
HUMMUS

Par� Beef Entree�
BEEF BARG KABOB $16.0

Chicke� Kabo�
CHICKEN KABOB $15.5

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
WRAP

Uncategor�e�
CHICKEN KOOBIDEH KABOB $14.0

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

RICE

SPINAT
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